A gridding method commonly called minimum curvature is widely used in the earth sciences. The method interpolates the data to be gridded with a surface having continuous second derivatives and minimal total squared curvature. The minimum-curvature surface has an analogy in elastic plate flexure and approximates the shape adopted by a thin plate flexed to pass through the data points. Minimum-curvature surfaces may have large oscillations and extraneous inflection points which make them unsuitable for gridding in many of the applications where they are commonly used. These extraneous inflection points can be eliminated by adding tension to the elastic-plate flexure equation. It is straightforward to generalize minimum-curvature gridding algorithms to include a tension parameter; the same system of equations must be solved in either case and only the relative weights of the coefficients change. Therefore, solutions under tension require no more computational effort than minimum-curvature solutions, and any algorithm which can solve the minimum-curvature equations can solve the more general system. We give common geologic examples where minimum-curvature gridding produces erroneous results but gridding with tension yields a good solution. We also outline how to improve the convergence of an iterative method of solution for the gridding equations.
INTRODUCTION
A wide variety of numerical procedures in the earth sciences require data on a regularly spaced lattice, including Fourier analysis and many map-drawing algorithms. In contrast, most geologic data are acquired at individual observation points or along traverses. It is therefore necessary to construct estimates of the value of a function on a grid, given observations of the value of the function at arbitrary locations in the x, y plane. This operation is called gridding.
There are three areas of concern in evaluating a gridding algorithm. The relative importance of each depends on the intended application. The first concern involves the global properties of the solution. Some procedures construct an interpolant of a priori known functional form. The second concern involves honoring data constraints; e.g. deciding whether the data are fit exactly or approximately. The third concern involves the method of interpolation or extrapolation in poorly constrained regions. It is in this last area that gridding algorithms differ most and where global properties strongly affect the solution.
In general, all gridding algorithms share these underlying assumptions: (a) the function to be gridded is single-valued at any point: (b) the function is continuous within the region to be gridded; and (c) the function is positively autocorrelated over some length scale at least as large as the typical spacing between observation points (Harbaugh et al., 1977; Davis, 1986) . Nearly all methods estimate values at grid nodes from weighted averages of nearby data points, a procedure justified by assumption (c) in particular. Although rarely pointed out, some methods also require that the control data not contain information at wavelengths shorter than twice the grid spacing in order that spatial aliasing will not occur. Later in this paper we discuss prefiltering the data to avoid this problem.
Weighted-average schemes differ in how they assign weights to the constraining values. The simplest methods use a polynomial or power law in distance; most other methods use some sort of minimum-norm principle (Wegman and Wright, 1983). We divide these into two groups which we call statistical methods and integral methods. Statistical methods minimize the variance of the grid-value estimator by selecting weights based on the data autocorrelation. The kriging methods used in economic geology (Olea, 1974; Clark, 1979) belong to this class. An advantage of these methods is that they can yield confidence limits for the grid values; a possible disadvantage is that global properties of the surface such as high-order continuity cannot be assured a priori. Integral methods begin with the requirement that the surface should minimize some global norm over some set of functions of the data; the weights are then determined to satisfy this constraint while fitting the data. The advantage of these methods is that they assure a solution with the desired properties; their disadvantage is that they do not easily yield confidence limits. The method we present here is a generalization of a popular integral method called "minimum curvature." In the minimum-curvature method, an interpolant with continuous second derivatives is constructed sttch that !he -dunred curvature integrated over the entire surface is minimized. Briggs (1974) (1966) showed that a spline in tension eliminates these inflections. Note in Figure 1 b that the control data can be interpolated with a function which is everywhere concave down (e.g., the thin :&lid !ine). ,_.
rrp+ the minimum-curvatl-re solution (heavy solid line) changes concavity. Sp%th (1973) has given Schweikert' s (1966) equations in a strictly diagonally dominant tridiagonal matrix form, and Cline (1974) has adapted Schweikert' s spline to curves in the (x, y) plane.
In two dimensions, the minimum-curvature interpolant is the natural bicubic spline which can have the same oscillations and extraneous inflection points as in the one-dimensional ( 1 -D) case. Again the same methods may be used to suppress these features. Inoue (1986) has given a type 1 modification in which the damping of first and second derivatives is traded off against the data misfit under a least-squares norm. This is essentially a two-dimensional (2-D) smoothing spline which does not fit the data exactly. In this paper we present a type 2 modification. We show how the minimum-curvature gridding method (Briggs, 1974; Swain, 1976; Sandwell, 1987) can be generalized to include tension in the interior and boundary equations, and we show common geologic examples where minimum curvature produces undesirable results but the introduction of tension significantly improves the solution. Our method produces a suite of surfaces with continuous second derivatives of which the minimum-curvature surface is one end member. Increasing the tension parameter relaxes the global minimum-curvature constraint by moving toward a solution with curvature localized at the control data points; at the same time the surface fits the data exactly. Adjustable tension We implemented boundary tension with conditions (4) and (5) above but replacing condition (3) by (I-T,)++Tg;=O (9) l?nan ' where T, is a tension parameter for the boundary which also varies between 0 and 1. The free-edge condition corresponds to Ts = 0; T, = I forces the solution to flatten at the edge (see Figure 1 ). This flattening is sometimes desired, as when gridding potential anomalies which should decay toward a regional background field away from the source region.
Tension as a weighted minimum-norm solution
Rayleigh' s theorem (Bracewell. 1978 ) may be applied to the curvature norm (1) to show that squares of Fourier components of; are integrated with weights proportional to the fourth power of their wavenumber; short wavelengths in z contribute much more to C than long wavelengths. Minimizing C yields a solution with power concentrated at long wavelengths and is suitable for gridding data which vary slowly with distance. The tension parameter in equation (8) effectively defines a weighted minimum-norm problem related to the direct minimum-norm solution (2); when T, = I, the weights are proportional to the square of the wavenumber. This weighting increases curvature locally near the constraining data and yields a solution with more shortwavelength power. Tension relaxes the global minimumnorm constraint in order to find a solution with more local variation and is suitable for gridding data which vary more rapidly with distance.
CONSTRUCTION OF A SOLU' HON

Regional fields
Nearly all minimum-norm gridding equations operate on perturbations from a regional trend. For example, statistical methods require that a regional field be removed from the data so as to make the residuals stationary; and the grid estimates are then constructed as estimates of the local departure from this regional trend. In the integral method above, the complete solution to equation ( geophysical parlance), f is a vector of unknown coefficients ,f). and d is a vector of known data constraints z(.xi, yi) = zi. This matrix equation is solved for the fi, and then the z values on the grid nodes are found from the linear combination of Green' s functions given by theseJi. Unfortunately, this approach often yields a system which is nearly singular, because the ratio of the distances between the farthest pair and closest pair of data points is large (this is always true for data collected along traverses or tracks), and therefore some column vectors of the Green' s matrix G are nearly parallel.
Alternatively, one could write the finite-difference expressions for equation (2) or equation (8) in terms of the values at the grid nodes and solve this system. I-D splines are usually constructed by writing these difference equations in matrix~ form. generally resulting in a band-diagonal system which is easily solved. However, if the same is done for a 2-D grid, a large and sparse matrix results.
The near-singularity of the Green' s matrix and the large and sparse nature of the finite-difference matrix make these matrix methods unstable, and solutions must be found by iterative refinement and possibly also smoothing by zeroing small eigenvalues. We therefore fellow the suggestion of Briggs (1974) and solve equation (8) 
Implementing data constraints
Once the user has chosen a discrete grid with lattice spacing (&. Ay), the information content of Z(X, y) is effectively limited; :(x, y) now has a Nyquist wavelength, and only a limited number of data constraints can be fit exactly. In our algorithm, we assign each datum to its nearest grid node. In Figure 2 , the dashed square surrounds all points in the (s, y) plane nearest the grid node indicated with a black square. Data in this dashed region are assigned to this node. If we have at most one data point nearest each grid node, we can fit these data exactly: but if more than one data value constrains a given node, the surface is locally overdetermined and some sort of smoothing or data decimation is required. Swain (1976) uses the datum nearest the node and ignores the others. We do not recommend this procedure, since it can alias information at wavelengths shorter than the Nyquist wavelength of the grid. To make use of all the data, one might solve equation (8) separately for each datum in turn and then average the solutions. However, because the system is linear, it is equivalent to solve equation (8) with one representative constraining value. which is an average of the original data. This method requires only one fourth-order solution for each node: and if it is done outside the gridding process, it reduces the number of data points that need to be stored in the gridding program' s memory. Because spatial filtering procedures are generally useful apart from gridding and the best filtering method is application-dependent, we have decoupled the averaging process from the gridding process. That is, our algorithm does not include any provision for smoothing or averaging data at overdetermined nodes; we expect that the data have been preprocessed to give only one filtered value per grid node, which we then interpolate exactly. Often our preprocessing consists simply of finding the mean or median If the difference equations were to converge exactly, then the surface would fit the data exactly, in the sense that the Taylor series expansion would match the data constraints with zero prediction error. Because the solution is found to finite precision, the fit is not perfect; the user enters a tolerance for numerical convergence, and the prediction error is of this order. We have found empirically that the mean prediction error is always nearly zero (thus the method is unbiased), and convergence to maximum absolute error of one part in IO" can be achieved in short run times (the meaning of "short" is relative to the number of nodes in the lattice). One important feature of the Taylor series method for fitting the data is that it honors a datum exactly when that datum falls on the lattice; if the (x, y) coordinates of the datum match those of a grid node, the value of that grid node is set equal to the datum value.
Convergence
The gridding equations (4), (5). (8). and (9) have a unique solution which we may call the true solution. Because we solve these equations iteratively with finite precision, we do not reach the true solution; and our result depends not only on the convergence limit of the iterations but also on the path taken toward the solution. Optimization of this path is important not only to achieve convergence in only a few iterations, but also because optimization yields a solution closer to the true solution. Convergence in computation is not the same as convergence in mathematics. We consider our iterations "converged" to limit e when the maximum absolute change at any node during one iteration is less than E. This does not mean that the result is within E of the true solution; it means that further improvements in the result will be smaller than E for each iteration and are therefore not worth the effort. Details of our solution strategy are given in the Appendix. We generally follow the method of Swain (1976), but we include the tension parameters T, and TB and an additional parameter for grid anisotropy 01. Users of gridding algorithms often grid data in map coordinates; at high latitudes the anisotropy in distance on a latitude-longitude grid can be significant. We have included an aspect ratio 01 in our algorithm. where the grid dimensions are such that dq' = Mcu, and an nth difference in 4' is scaled by u" to accommodate the anisotropy. Ifs = longitude and 4' = latitude, then o! = cosine (latitude). We also generalized the regional grid strategy of Swain (1976) and included successive overrelaxation to accelerate convergence. With these improvements, our algorithm solves the isotropic minimum-curvature problem in one-tenth the time required by Swain' s algorithm; applications using tension converge even more rapidly because of the more local nature of the solution in tension. marine geophysical data base. The data were cross-over error corrected (Wessel and Watts, 1988; Wessel, 1989 ) and then 5 by 5 minute block mean values were computed. These mean values were input to our gridding algorithm. In Figure  3 we show two contour maps prepared from these data.
GEOLOGIC EXAMPLES AND THE USE OF
Figure 3a was prepared using TI = 0 in equation (S),
corresponding to the minimum-curvature method. Figure 3b shows the same data gridded with TI = 0.3 in equation (8) show a feature with a 175 mGal high which was observed along the northeasterly ship track. Other tracks near this feature recorded gravity values near zero. The most significant difference between the two maps is at the unconstrained low to the south of the constrained high. The minimumcurvature map suggests a dipole anomaly; there is a -25 mGal low to the south of the 175 mGal high in Figure 3a . Gridding with tension reduces this low to less than IO mGal (Figure 3b) . Note that there are no data at all in the region of the dipole low; we cannot say whether this low exists or not. By increasing T, in equation (8), this low can be made to disappear. The user must decide whether he wants this low in the map or not. For example, if the data in Figure 3 were magnetic-intensity measurements, a high-low dipole might be expected; while if the data were bathymetric soundings. the low might be considered spurious; and in gravity data a flexural moat around a seamount high is sometimes reported (e.g., Watts, 1978) . The point is that with our method the result may be adjusted as is geologically appropriate.
In Figures 3c and 3d we show perspective views of the shaded portions of the gridding surfaces of Figures 3a and 3b. In these views we have "cut away" the data east and north of the center of the high and are looking at the remaining region from a vantage point above and northeast of the high. These views illustrate the oscillatory flexure of the surface obtained by minimum-curvature gridding. Note in Figure 3d that tension results in a much sharper transition in the unconstrained area between the constrained high and the constrained flat regions.
In this "questionable dipole" example, it is not obvious that minimum-curvature gridding has done anything wrong; the validity of the low anomaly is a subjective decision. A lesson to be drawn from Figure 3 is that we should always plot the locations of constraining data on our contour maps. In the next two examples, we show that the minimumcurvature surface produces clearly undesired results.
The "shelf-break bulge"
Figure lb contains a vertical cross-section through an actual bathymetric data profile over a continental shelf and slope (dashed line) and two attempts to reproduce this bathymetric surface by gridding the coordinates of isobaths (squares). The heavy solid line is a section through the minimum-curvature solution, and the thin solid line is a section through a solution produced with some tension. The heavy line displays a "shelf-break bulge" which occurs where an unconstrained area lies between two areas constrained to have different gradients, a situation very similar to the one that produced the "questionable dipole." However, while the dipole may or may not be real, the shelfbreak bulge is a clear case of extraneous inflection points.
In this example we did not use the actual ship' s bathymetry (dashed line) to constrain the gridding; instead, we found the locations of 100 m contours of the ship data and used the coordinates of these contours as the controlling data points. This situation is quite different from the "questionable dipole" example. What we are illustrating here is that attempts to grid surfaces using the coordinates of isopleths of the data suffer from a peculiar lack of information. The shelf-break bulge occurs where there is a large distance between constraining isopleths. When two contours are separated by a large distance, we know that the average gradient in that region is probably small; certainly, the surface is of bounded variation on that interval. However, the gridding algorithm only sees an unconstrained region.
The minimum-curvature solution has large undulations and actually rises above sea level for a considerable portion (shaded area in Figure 5b ). This "island" is certainly an unacceptable feature of this map.
DISCUSSION
It should now be clear that minimum curvature is not the ideal gridding method for all applications, something one might have expected from the start. Gridding with tension is an improvement because it adds a degree of freedom and relaxes the minimum-curvature constraint. We realize that there is no physical reason for using a plate-flexure equation to grid data such as gravity or topography measurements. Integral gridding methods can be designed for the physics of the particular application, such as the norms on harmonic splines used by Shure et al. (1982) for magnetic data. However, it is common for scientists to become familiar with one method of solution and use it in a variety of applications. Also, in the interpretation of potential field anomalies, the geophysicist must usually relate the anomaly to the topography of the source region; and he or she often wants to treat the potential field data and the topography data with the same procedure. A general gridding procedure is therefore a practical necessity.
The minimum-curvature method was advocated by Briggs (1974) for its smoothness properties, and Briggs (1974), Swain (1976) , and Sandwell (1987) have all used it for potential-field data, which are expected to define relatively smooth analytic functions. The smoothest possible twicedifferentiable surface should not approximate topography very well; our examples show that minimum curvature makes very poor bathymetric maps. It may be that kriging is a better approach, since topography data seem to be well suited to stochastic descriptions such as fractals and ARIMA models (e.g., Malinverno and Gilbert, 1989). However, the complete spatial autocorrelation of data given only along ship tracks is very difficult to compute and include in a simple kriging procedure. We feel that gridding with tension is an acceptable method for topography data: it is a more local scheme than minimum curvature and better reflects the nature of the autocovariance of topography data.
Isopleth data are a challenge for any algorithm. Obviously, one should not grid isopleth coordinates if the original data are available; but frequently gridded values are needed, and a contour map is the only published form of the data. Sometimes it is necessary to grid data which are intrinsically isopleths, such as when one makes a gridded age data set from the locations of magnetic isochrons of the sea floor. Isopleth coordinates contain some information about the locations of values of a function, but, more important, they define regions of bounded variation. We have shown that gridding with tension works well for isopleth data because the end member T, = T in equation (8) cannot have iocai maxima or minima between constrained points. We do not know how kriging would work on isopleth data. The notion of the autocovariance of sets of equal values seems rather problematic.
The minimum-curvature gridding method has been widely applied to bathymetry and other data for which it is not well suited. We have shown that in some applications minimum curvature gives undesired results, and that including tension in the solution overcomes these difficulties. Since it is straightforward to modify a minimum-curvature algorithm to include variable tension, we suggest that earth scientists who already use minimum-curvature algorithms should include this feature. We do not claim that our method is ideal in all applications. However, we feel that continuous curvature gridding with adjustable tension provides the flexibility to handle many cases which arise in the earth sciences.
We do this at five distinct points (Sk, Q), k = 1, 5. Then we The above matrix expression is easily solved to yield Figure A-l) lies exactly on the grid node, then SE and nE are both zero and the above matrix is singular. However, in this case the grid node value zoo may simply be replaced by zE without using equation (A-7). In this way, the gridded surface always interpolates the constraining datum to second order in the Taylor series.
If the constraining datum (E in
Difference expressions for boundary conditions
Application of equations (A-4) and (A-7) throughout the desired domain of (x, y) requires two additional outside rows or columns of auxiliary points (Figure A-2) . We express the boundary conditions at an x edge here; the expression for the y edges are analogous.
We set the first outside points using boundary condition equation ( -7) and are constant during the iteration process; only the z+ change. We therefore compute arrays of these coefficients once, prior to entering the iteration loop. This prior step includes sorting the constraining data into the order in which they will be needed in the interaction loop, and computing and storing the hi used with each constraint.
In the iteration loop itself, we use an overrelaxation parameter I < w < 2 to accelerate convergence. The difference equation is used to compute a new value for zij, and the change in zij is increased by the overrelaxation factor:
This method is called successive overrelaxation or simultaneous overrelaxation and is well known (Richardson, 1910; Young, 19.54; Roache, 1982; Press et al., 1986) . Spectral analysis of the iteration operator may, in theory, yield an optimal value for w. In our application the best o depends on the tension used; we have determined empirically that w = I .4 works well for T = 0, and o may be increased as T is increased. The system is considered "converged" to the limit F when max I z,TW -z;' "l < F.
Multiple grid strategy
We use a system of grids of various mesh sizes to enhance the efficiency of convergence of the system (A-4) and (A-7). We derived our method by a generalization of a technique in the minimum-curvature algorithm of Swain (1976) In the iterative solution, the array z starts with some initial values which are then changed by an amount hz when convergence is achieved. From equations (A-4) and (A-7) and Figure 2 , it can be seen that in each iteration the new value computed for each zij is a weighted average of twelve neighboring values. The iteration operator is a local smoothing process. and as a consequence short-wavelength compo-nents of AZ are found quickly. Conversely. iteration does not efficiently propagate the effects of data constraints to long wavelengths. For this reason our algorithm does not begin iteration on the array which is ultimately desired; instead, we first find a long-wavelength solution on a coarser mesh consisting of every Nth point in the x and y dimensions of the final (desired) array. We begin with the largest N which divides both grid dimensions (and leaves at least four points in each direction so that some work needs to be done). The above system is solved to convergence on this sparse lattice. Then we divide N by its largest prime factor, exposing new nodes in a finer mesh. These new points are initialized by interpolation from the previous mesh, and then the system of equations on this new mesh is again iterated to convergence. We continue this cycle until N = I and the full system has been solved.
Multigrid The coarse stages run so fast that we actuaily use &iN as the convergence iimit at each stage, where E is the convergence limit set by the user for the final stage. This allows the user to choose a reasonable limit to be used on the final grid when the iterations are slow, but makes a better approximation of the long-wavelength components without much increase in total run time Equation (A-7) is constructed from the condition that the grid must interpolate the data constraints exactly (to second order in the Taylor series), and thus the prediction error of the surface would be zero if the equations could converge to F = 0. In practice, we have observed that this sequence of coarse grids with division of N by its largest prime factor at each stage results in a smaller prediction error than any other solution strategies we tried. The muumum-curvature solver of Swain (1976) uses a similar sequence of coarse grids, except that his sequence of grid mesh N values is limited to powers of two and the initial N must be chosen by the user. Our algorithm allows any N and finds the initial N automatically. In map applications using a latitude-longitude mesh in minutes of arc, the grid dimensions commonly have factors of 3 and 5 as well as 2; and in these cases our mesh system goes through more intermediate stages than Swain' s algorithm. We find that these extra states result in faster total run time smaller prediction error, and better overall visual quality of the sur&~ce With the use of multiple grids, each lattice is initialized by an interpolation from the previous stage, and therefore only the first (coarsest) lattice needs to be seeded with initial values prior to iteration. In Swain' s (1976) algorithm, this is done by a weighted average of points inside a user-specified radius. We have retained this feature as an option to be used when the grid dimensions have few common factors and the coarseness factor N starts near I. However, because we have removed a planar trend from the data prior to iteration, we find that in most cases involving several regional grid si-dgcs if is-acteqwdk iu ' begm \ly' ith then coarse-iattice values initialized to zero.
